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1. Introduction – Synthetic fibres reinforced plastics are widely used due to their great versatility. 

However, after use, it accumulates in landfills, turning into an environmental concern. As an alternative, 

research is currently being carried out on the manufacture of composites with natural vegetable fibres. 

Advantages such as enhancement of biodegradability, recyclability and sustainability are the most 

noteworthy of these materials. Nonetheless, in most cases, they have inferior mechanical properties 

compared to synthetic fibres composites due to de low adhesion between fibres and polymers, so the 

application of treatments is required to obtain better results [1]. The most used treatments are physical and 

chemical treatments, being the latter the most widespread. Alkaline treatment is the most extended, 

modifying fibres composition, followed by silane treatment which acts as coupling agent between fibre 

and matrix [2]. As raw materials for these composites, the most common fibres employed in the research 

are fibres from hemp, sisal, and jute, among others. However, in the present work, it is intended to use 

fibres from an invasive species which is included in invasive alien species of EU concern catalogue: 

Pennisetum setaceum. Therefore, it would be possible to take advantage of the generated wasted in the 

eradication and control campaigns of this species to manufacture an eco-friendlier material. 

 

 

2. Experimental – P. setaceum fibres were obtained from leaves after mechanical extraction using 

rollers. The fibres were subjected to different treatments: alkaline, silane, alkaline-silane, and acetic acid 

treatment.  Both untreated and treated fibres were characterized obtaining the chemical composition using 

gravimetric tests and FT-IR spectroscopy. In addition, composites were manufactured using polyethylene 

and recycled polyethylene as matrices and untreated and treated fibres as reinforcement. Fibre 

percentages used in composites were 20 and 40%. Compounding pellets were manufactured with an 

extruder and later, test pieces were injected to perform mechanical tests following UNE 527 for tensile 

test, UNE 178 for flexural test and UNE 180 for impact test.  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion – Alkaline treated fibres showed an increase in cellulose content with respect 

to the untreated fibres. On the other hand, silane treatment did not modify fibre composition but, in the 

FT-IR spectra it could be observed that silane molecule adhered correctly to the fibre. Regarding acetic 

acid treatment, only the extractables of the fibres were eliminated. The results of the chemical analysis of 

the fibres were accorded with the mechanical tests results of composites. It could be seen how, compared 

to the untreated fibres composite, tensile and flexural strength and modulus of elasticity and flexural 

modulus were modified. In most treatments, some improvements were obtained enhancing matrix 

properties even with 40% fibre. Regarding the impact test, no improvements were observed after 

treatment application. The mentioned results were similar for polyethylene and recycled polyethylene 

matrices. 

 

 

4. Conclusions – P. setaceum fibres can be used to manufacture reinforced composites. Some chemical 

treatments can improve the composite mechanical properties, achieving a more sustainable material since 

composites with up to 40% of fibre can be manufactured This implies a reduction in the amount of 

polymer used. 
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